
Historical Fiction

The war that saved my lifeThe war that saved my life
by Kimberly Brubaker Bradley
A young disabled girl and her brother
are evacuated from London to the
English countryside during World War II,
where they find life to be much sweeter
away from their abusive mother

Wolf Hollow : a novelWolf Hollow : a novel
by Lauren Wolk
Growing up in a rural Pennsylvania town
in the aftermath of two world wars,
Annabelle confronts a violent new bully
and must defend a traumatized World
War I veteran who is wrongly implicated
in the bully's disappearance

Stella by starlightStella by starlight
by Sharon M. Draper
When a burning cross set by the Klan
causes panic and fear in 1932
Bumblebee, North Carolina, fifth-grader
Stella must face prejudice and find the
strength to demand change in her
segregated town

Moon over ManifestMoon over Manifest
by Clare Vanderpool
Twelve-year-old Abilene Tucker is the
daughter of a drifter who, in the
summer of 1936, sends her to stay with
an old friend in Manifest, Kansas,
where he grew up, and where she
hopes to find out some things about
his past

Inside out & back againInside out & back again
by Thanhha Lai
Through a series of poems, a young girl
chronicles the life-changing year of
1975, when she, her mother, and her
brothers leave Vietnam and resettle in
Alabama

The blackbird girlsThe blackbird girls
by Anne Blankman
Relocating to Leningrad in the wake of
the Chernobyl disaster, two girls who
have been taught to hate each other
because of religious differences
uncover painful family secrets while
learning what it means to trust another
person.

The seventh most important thingThe seventh most important thing
by Shelley Pearsall
After he throws a brick at the
neighborhood Junk Man's head, Arthur
Owens is sentenced to community
service helping him, but the junk he
collects might be more important than
he suspects

Bud, not BuddyBud, not Buddy
by Christopher Paul Curtis
Ten-year-old Bud, a motherless boy
living in Flint, Michigan during the
Great Depression, escapes a bad
foster home and sets out in search of
the man he believes to be his father--
the renowned bandleader, H. E.
Calloway of Grand Rapids. A Newbery
Medal Winner/Coretta Scott King

Award Winner.

Attack of the Turtle : a novelAttack of the Turtle : a novel
by Drew Carlson
During the Revolutionary War, fourteen-
year-old Nathan Wade joins forces with
his older cousin, the inventor David
Bushnell, to secretly build the first
submarine used in naval warfare.
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